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QUESTION 1

What is the definition of the `\\'item\\'\\' type shown in the diagram below? 

A. It must be completed by process participants 

B. It uses JavaScript to access and manipulate data 

C. It must be completed by an automated system or service 

D. It uses JavaScript APIs to evaluate a condition in a business rule 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true regarding IBM BPM\\'s support of Swagger definitions for the REST APIs? 

A. There is no Swagger definition available for the REST API. 

B. The Swagger definition is only available for IBM BPM on Cloud installations. 

C. The Swagger definition is only available if the IBM BPM installation includes a web server that hosts the Swagger UL 

D. The Swagger definition is available via a REST API call or via a URL if the IBM BPM installation includes a web
server that hosts the Swagger UL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

How can performance data be tracked across processes? 

A. Create and configure tracking groups. 

B. Enable autotracking on each activity of the process. 

C. Put all tracked activities in swimlanes mapped to the same team. 

D. Activate all snapshots which contain desired autotracked variables. 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 4

Which component is only available in IBM BPM and not in IBM BPM Express? 

A. Process Server 

B. Process Portal 

C. Case Management 

D. IBM BPM messaging engine 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A shared object is passed by reference from a process to two different services. The process and services 

each contain a separate copy of the business object. When the first service completes, the shared object 

values are automatically persisted to the data store. 

Which statement is true regarding the second service? 

A. When the second service starts, the shared object values are automatically loaded from the data store. 

B. When the second service starts, the shared object values still refers to the copy of the business object it received
from the process. 

C. When the second service starts, the shared object values have to be manually loaded from the data store. 

D. When the second service starts, the shared object values is passed by the process again. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A process includes an implementation that requires the port number for an external application. Which variable should
be used to set the port number for each environment in which the process will run? 

A. Global Variable 

B. Environment Variable 

C. Exposed Process Value 

D. Exposed Process Variable 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7



Administrators in a hospital use a web-based application when filling out new patient forms. They experience frequent
web browser freezes or it becomes unresponsive for several seconds. This is due to large content of data with
numerous sections and tables presented in a single page patient form. As part of refactoring the application, the BPM
application developer is tasked to mitigate the performance impact of the new patient form page. What guidelines can
the developer follow to improve the performance? 

A. Add exit safeguard, collapsible panel in deferred section control, and add modal section with panel 

B. Add tab section, change the rendering option of one or more table columns to seamless coach view, and add
progress bar with navigation event 

C. Contain coach views with in responsive sensor, add modal section, and change the rendering option of one or more
table columns to simple html 

D. Server side pagination of table data, contain complex coach view in a deferred section control, and enable async
loading in horizontal/vertical layouts 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What does a developer need to do to view the artifacts and their dependencies that are used across all toolkits in the
IBM Process Center repository? 

A. Get Administrative rights. 

B. Use the Global scope option. 

C. Use the POST /bpm/repo/projects REST API. 

D. Ensure that the Process Centers are registered to each other and enabled for sharing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which gateway can be used for a service flow where more than one path can be followed for a specific process
instance? 

A. Event Gateway 

B. Parallel Gateway 

C. Exclusive Gateway 

D. Decision Task Gateway 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10



Which statement describes using a Service Call control from the BPM Ul toolkit to invoke a service flow? 

A. It is used to invoke a service without having to use boundary events and has an input and output variable with on
load, on invoked, on result, on error events. It can be placed in client side human service coach page or inside coach
view. 

B. A Service flow which has an input and output variable and a service task activity inside it calling an implementation
service. 

C. It is used to invoke a service that returns the data displayed in the table, never bound to variable, with on load, on
service data loaded, on service data error events. It can be placed in client side human service coach page or inside
coach view. 

D. It is coupled with the human service in which it is used. It is created in the library area where User Interface library
items are stored. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer receives the following requirement request when configuring documents and folders for an IBM BPM
process: 

1.

 Create the ECM folder structure automatically from IBM BPM 

2.

 Change the Root Process Folder to be managed by the ECM System 

3.

 Create a folder structure that has some BPM managed documents and folder along with some ECM managed
documents and folders 

What is an appropriate response to this request? 

A. All requirements are feasible. 

B. Only requirement 3 is feasible. 

C. Only requirement 1 is feasible. 

D. Requirements 1 and 3 are feasible, but 2 is not. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When creating an External Service, how can a REST service be discovered? 

A. From an imported .ear file 



B. From a UDDI Service call 

C. From a local WSDL specification file 

D. From a local OpenAPI2.0 specification file 

Correct Answer: C 
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